1. Introduction {#Section1}
===============

1.1. History of Photoacoustic Imaging {#Section1.1}
-------------------------------------

In the past few decades, photoacoustic imaging (PAI) has emerged as a novel imaging modality with a variety of promising applications in medicine. In contrast to traditional X-ray imaging, positron-emission tomography (PET), and computed tomography (CT), PAI is capable of revealing structural, functional, and molecular information of biological systems without ionizing radiation by integrating optical excitation with ultrasound detection. This hybrid technique relies on the photoacoustic effect---the generation of acoustic waves as light is converted to heat following optical absorption. In the body, PAI can be used to image intrinsic components of tissue such as hemoglobin and melanin, as well as extrinsic contrast agents targeted to biomarkers or specific regions of the body.

Today, PAI is being developed for a wide range of image-guided applications including the monitoring and therapy of disease states, drug delivery, and surgical guidance. A number of review articles on PAI exist in the literature. These range from emphases on contrast agents or specific applications to more general overviews [@B1]-[@B6]. For contrast agents, both broad surveys [@B7]-[@B10] and spotlights on particular types such as ratiometric probes [@B11], activatable probes [@B12], inorganic nanomaterials [@B13]-[@B16], photothermal probes [@B17], NIR-II probes [@B18], [@B19], and organic probes [@B19]-[@B23] are recommended to the reader. In addition, applications reviewed include imaging the brain [@B24], [@B25], microvasculature [@B26], cancer [@B27], and drug delivery [@B28]. The purpose of this review is to highlight image-guided applications of PAI, assess developments in the technology, and examine progress towards clinical translation.

Alexander Graham Bell first reported the photoacoustic (PA) effect in 1880 following his experiments on the photophone, the world\'s first wireless communications device [@B29]. He described the generation of sound waves by various materials in response to pulses of sunlight [@B30]. These observations were overlooked for many years, but have since been studied extensively, and the physics of the PA effect were expounded by Rosencwaig and Gersho, of Bell Labs, for photoacoustic spectroscopy [@B31]. They predicted its utility for biomedical imaging because of its ability to obtain optical absorption spectra for almost all solids and semisolids, its insensitivity to light scattering, and its noninvasive nature. Not long after, a method was developed for acquiring 1D PA signal in synthetic scattering media using a single transducer element following a pulse of ionizing radiation [@B32]. In the 1990s, non-ionizing light was harnessed for signal propagation, and the technology was extended to 3D imaging in biological tissue, along with theoretical underpinnings of PA ultrasound reconstruction tomography [@B33]-[@B35] and microwave-induced acoustic tomography [@B36]. Since then, major developments in PAI have included photoacoustic tomography (PAT), photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT), photoacoustic microscopy (PAM), handheld imaging devices, and customized contrast agents [@B37]. In this review, we provide an overview of the emerging roles these PA technologies are playing in image-guided therapy, surgery, and drug delivery (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

1.2. Principles of PAI {#Section1.2}
----------------------

PAI is a *hybrid* imaging modality because it combines the high contrast and specificity of optical imaging with the strong temporal resolution and increased penetration depth of ultrasound. PAI (sometimes called optoacoustic imaging) takes advantage of the photoacoustic effect and typically uses near-infrared (NIR) or visible light to leverage the optical window--- a range of non-ionizing wavelengths that allow for deeper penetration in human tissue [@B38], [@B39]. The photoacoustic effect consists of three distinct steps in soft matter [@B40]:The target absorbs a photon.The target increases in temperature, inducing a local pressure increase via thermoelastic expansion.The pressure perturbation is propagated throughout the surrounding medium by elastic interactions.

The generation of acoustic waves requires thermal expansion to be time variant. To achieve this in PAI, a pulsed laser is used (1-100 ns), or a continuous-wave (CW) laser is intensity modulated to excite a light-absorbing target [@B41], [@B42]. Pulsed lasers are the most common because they have a better signal to noise ratio than CW lasers at constant fluence and power [@B43]. In addition, laser pulses are shorter than the thermal and stress confinement times of absorbers, meaning thermal diffusion and volume expansion can be neglected during illumination [@B4].

In tissue, the interaction of photons with cellular structures results in elastic scattering. The molecules struck by these scattered photons undergo thermoelastic expansion generating wideband acoustic waves (ultrasonic) in the surrounding medium [@B44]. These waves are detectable by an array of piezoelectric transducers and images can be generated by measuring the waves\' amplitudes and arrival times to reconstruct the initial photoacoustic pressure distribution. This process is represented schematically in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

The initial amplitudes of PA waves can be determined according to Equation 1.
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Here, P~0~ is the initial local pressure rise (PA amplitude) that initiates ultrasonic wave propagation. The PA efficiency is dictated by the Grüneisen parameter Γ (dimensionless), a thermodynamic property that scales with temperature and differs between absorbing targets, and η~th~, the heat conversion efficiency (equivalent to the amount of nonradiative energy decay following the laser pulse, or, 1 minus the fluorescence quantum yield) [@B4], [@B28]. Because Γ is temperature dependent, PAI can be used to monitor temperature [@B45]. The optical absorption coefficient, μ~a~ (cm^-1^), is proportional to the concentration of the chromophore target, and F is the local optical fluence (J/m^2^). Together, μ~a~ and F can be understood as the total energy deposition (J/m^3^), or absorbed optical energy [@B6], [@B28], [@B40]. Equation 1 shows that the absorption coefficient of an object can be determined from pressure measurements if the optical fluence is known.

1.3. PAI Implementation: Tomography, Microscopy, and Endoscopy {#Section1.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The principles of PAI have been primarily adapted in major forms to photoacoustic microscopy (PAM), photoacoustic tomography (PAT), photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT), and photoacoustic endoscopy (PAE) [@B46]. These configurations are represented schematically in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and summarized in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. PAI systems may operate in reflection (backward) mode or transmission (forward) mode [@B47]. In reflection mode, the irradiation source and transducer are on the same side of the sample. The irradiation source and transducer are typically coupled, making operation similar to B-mode ultrasound imaging. In forward mode, the irradiation source and transducer are on opposite sides of the sample. This mode is usually limited to thin tissue sections or *ex vivo* samples because of the strong attenuation of light through tissue.

PAM is a reflection or transmission mode technique in which a single element transducer raster scans the sample and it is capable of millimeter imaging depths and micron resolutions[@B48]. In this mode, the optical excitation and acoustic detection create dual foci that are both focused to increase sensitivity [@B3]. A single laser pulse is capable of returning a 1D ultrasonic signal with resolution axial to the laser. When scanning laterally, the laser transduces these signals across the area of the sample, generating 3D images. Axial resolution depends on the acoustic time of flight and lateral resolution relies on the distance between foci [@B3]. PAM is further classified by the modality that governs resolution: OR-PAM (optical resolution) or AR-PAM (acoustic resolution). OR-PAM is limited in depth by the optical diffusion limit (\~1.2 mm), but can image cellular and subcellular structures from hundreds of nanometers to a few micrometers [@B49], [@B50]. The capabilities of OR-PAM have recently been extended by Lan et al., who reported frame rates of 900 Hz with a wide field of view (12 mm) using a hexagon-mirror scanner [@B51], [@B52]. AR- PAM uses dark-field optical excitation, and is capable of penetrating millimeters beyond the diffusion limit (though this depth sacrifices lateral resolution) [@B53]. A 45-μm lateral resolution and 3-mm imaging depth are achievable values for AR-PAM [@B3]. PAM systems are typically benchtop configurations that are most conveniently used for *ex vivo* applications; however, they can certainly be used for *in vivo* work. For example, subcutaneous melanomas in mice, oxygen saturation in rats, and total hemoglobin concentration in the human palm have been imaged with PAM [@B48]. Furthermore, a handheld PAM probe using a waterproof MEMS scanner (total weight: 162 g, diameter: 17 mm), was recently developed and shown to be effective for clinically relevant, *in vivo* applications such as delineating the 3D boundaries of a human mole [@B54]. These miniaturizations will improve the clinical feasibility of PAM systems.

PAT is a technique that follows the principles described in Section 1.2--- it is widely used in research studies and multiple commercial systems are on the market. In focused scanning PAT, a focused ultrasonic transducer mechanically scans the area of the sample. PACT was developed to decrease the long imaging times (tens of minutes for a full mouse body) associated with such raster scanning modes [@B28]. It implements a wide beam of homogenous light to illuminate the entire region of interest and an array (linear or circular) of ultrasound detectors for signal acquisition. Back-projection algorithms are then used to pinpoint the ultrasonic sources and reconstruct 2D or 3D images [@B55]. PACT is faster than scanning PAM and can image more deeply, but typically has lower resolution [@B28]. In general, tomographic systems have resolutions in the 0.1 - 1.0 mm range but can achieve multiple centimeter imaging depths in soft tissue. Another advantage of tomography is that transducers (e.g. linear arrays) can be handheld, as in conventional ultrasound imaging. A recently published review covers advancements in handheld PAI in detail [@B56].

PAE has also been developed for imaging in difficult locations such as the gastrointestinal tract, lungs, trachea, and mediastina [@B57]. These internal organs can be imaged using miniaturized components confined to the tip of an endoscopic probe a few millimeters in diameter [@B58], [@B59]. In such cases, typically an apparatus combining the light generator (optical fiber) and ultrasound detector is driven by motors to circumscribe the target resulting in cross-sectional and volumetric images. The size and capabilities of these PAE probes will improve as designs using optically transparent transducer components become more common and are further miniaturized. Intraoperative PAE applications are discussed more in Section 2.1.

1.4. Strengths and Limitations of PAI {#Section1.4}
-------------------------------------

PAI demonstrates numerous unique features and advantages over traditional imaging techniques. For example, by relying on NIR and visible light, PAI eliminates the risks associated with high-frequency ionizing radiation. It is capable of imaging at multiple scales, resolving single cells, organelles, and capillaries *in vivo* [@B61], [@B62]. In PAM, imaging depths and resolutions can be scaled from the micro to macro regime by tuning the numerical aperture of the objective lens or the central frequency of the transducer [@B3], [@B4]. Unlike most optical imaging techniques, PAI is capable of breaking the optical diffusion limit, which is defined by the transport mean free path (\~1 mm in tissue) [@B63]. Photons scatter ballistically above this depth and diffusely below it. Most optical techniques cannot achieve adequate resolution below this depth, but PAI overcomes this limit by detecting the ultrasonic waves induced by diffuse photons [@B46]. This fact demonstrates that PA signal is fundamentally based on absorption (and subsequent thermoelastic expansion). In effect, background can be reduced in PAI because non-absorbing objects do not generate PA signal and spectral imaging/signal thresholding can be used to minimize signal from endogenous absorbers.

Both non-fluorescent and fluorescent targets can be imaged, and a number of endogenous chromophores have strong signal such as oxygenated/ deoxygenated hemoglobin [@B64], melanin [@B65], lipids [@B66], and water because of their differential absorbance spectra in the NIR. A wide variety of exogenous contrast agents have also been developed and are designed to boost contrast while expanding the range of biological processes that can be imaged. Some examples include small-molecule dyes, metallic and polymeric nanoparticles, up-conversion nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, microbubbles, quantum dots and numerous others [@B7], [@B67], [@B68]. Because a diverse array of materials and strategies have been investingated as contrast agents, it can be useful to distinguish them according to certain traits: for instance, activatable vs. non-activatable (passive), nanoparticle vs. small-molecule, inorganic vs. organic, or NIR-I absorbing vs. NIR-II absorbing. Activatable probes benefit from higher specificity and signal-to- background ratios than passive ones because they only activate PA signal following a biological stimulus. Nanoparticles are ideal for carrying cargoes and have unique optical properties, but small- molecules tend to have better biocompatibility and lower toxicity/faster clearance. Similarly, organic nanomaterials offer better biodegradability than inorganics, but may have lower absorption coefficients or more complex syntheses.

One important consideration for nanoparticle design is the size: typically, particles \< 6 nm will be rapidly cleared by the kidneys, whereas particles \> 8 nm cannot undergo glomerular filtration, and sizes between 30-200 nm can achieve long circulation times for enhanced accumulation and retention in tumors [@B69], [@B70]. It is also known that for photothermally active gold nanomaterials (e.g. spheres, rods, shells), the magnitude of extinction increases with size (e.g. from 20 to 80 nm for spheres) [@B71]. Specifically, the contribution of scattering to the total extinction increases relative to absorption. Feis et al. investigated this effect with gold nanoparticles and saw that larger particles at larger wavelengths had lower photoacoustic amplitudes than predicted by the extinction spectrum [@B72]. This discrepancy was attributed to the insensitivity of PAI to scattering effects. Therefore, the individual contributions of absorption and scattering, which is often size dependent, should also be considered during PA nanoparticle design. Overall, desirable properties for effective contrast agents include high molar absorption coefficients, absorption at long NIR wavelengths (ideally non-overlapping with endogenous absorbers), stability, affordability, targetability, and safety [@B10].

Using exogenous contrast, imaging depths in PACT have been reported as high as 11.6 cm in chicken breast tissue and 5 cm in the human arm [@B73]. However, deep imaging (\>1 cm) with high resolution still remains a challenge for most PA applications. Specific deep-lying organs that present challenges for PAI because of their location include the heart (location under the rib cage), lungs (beneath rib cage and gas-tissue interface), stomach (a hollow structure and under rib cage), and pancreas (depth) [@B28]. Penetration depth issues can be countered, however, with exogenous agents (especially in the second optical window) and unique hardware designs. For example, novel transducers and intraoperative probes have been designed to image trans-vaginally [@B74], trans-rectally [@B75], [@B76], and trans-esophageal [@B77]. Of course, all hardware designs can be combined with molecular imaging strategies using exogenous contrast agents to maximize performance (see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for representative molecular imaging agents). Furthermore, one of the emerging trends in recent years has been the increased use of the second optical window (NIR II: 1000-1700 nm) for fluorescence imaging and subsequently PAI [@B78], [@B79]. This range is highly attractive for biophotonic applications because of the diminished light-tissue interactions--- specifically, scattering and autofluorescence--- at longer wavelengths [@B80]. Compared to the first optical window (650-950 nm), these factors allow imaging at higher penetration depths. Additionally, because these photons have lower energies, the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) is higher for clinical applications which can boost PA performance and reduce signal-to-background ratios. The first NIR-II PA contrast agents explored have been inorganic nanomaterials, such as plasmonic precious metal nanoparticles and copper sulfide nanoparticles [@B81]- [@B83]. However, recent progress has been made in organic NIR-II probes, including semiconducting polymer nanoparticles [@B22], [@B79] and small molecules [@B19]. Still, the second optical window presents new challenges that must be overcome. For example, water has a significant absorption peak at 1450 nm, existing NIR-II agents have low quantum yields, and few organic materials have been reported that can absorb above 1064 nm in the NIR-II [@B22].

2. Metastastis Detection & Surgical Resection {#Section2}
=============================================

2.1. Endogenous Targets for Guided Surgery {#Section2.1}
------------------------------------------

A substantial portion of PAI research is devoted to cancer applications. The vast majority of cancer deaths are caused by metastatic progression of the disease. To mitigate these cases, it is important to determine both the extent of metastasis and the margins of tumors to guide surgical intervention [@B84]. Intraoperative PAI shows potential to improve upon existing methods (immunohistochemistry, histopathological assessment) by determining these variables in real time. Many groups are investigating the potential for PAI to detect metastasis and enhance tumor imaging. Melanoma is an appropriate target for such studies because melanoma cells contain highly absorbent melanin that acts as an endogenous PA absorber.

Using PAT, Grootendorst et al. compared intraoperative PA images of melanoma metastases from resected, human sentinel lymph nodes (SLN: the first lymph node to which a tumor drains) to hematoxylin-eosin histologic images (the routine method for prognosis that takes days). This showed that intraoperative detection of melanoma was possible although distinctions between malign and benign nodes were not obvious [@B85]. In order to discriminate between signals from blood versus melanin, the signal from *ex vivo* nodes were characterized spectrally and separated with an unmixing algorithm [@B86]. However, the accuracy of this method depends entirely on the accuracy of the PA reference spectra measured for blood and melanin. The potential benefit of intraoperative PAI of *ex vivo* SLNs is that detection of metastasis would allow an immediate node dissection and prevent the need for a second surgery. Luke & Emelianov showed that metastasis in lymph nodes from other (non-melanoma) primary tumor types could also be imaged [@B87]. In a mouse model for oral cancer, they took advantage of the decreased blood oxygen saturation (SO~2~) associated with metastatic foci in SLNs and imaged deoxygenated/oxygenated hemoglobin to evaluate the metastasis. The differential absorption between oxygenated and deoxygenated blood provides one of the most straightforward mechanisms of endogenous PA contrast [@B64], [@B88], [@B89].

To accelerate clinical translation, intraoperative handheld PA probes have been designed that streamline operation of the technology. Xi et al. demonstrated a handheld microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) probe for real time inspection of 3D tumor margins in mice during resection [@B90]. Here, they used the imaging system at 532 nm to evaluate the completeness of tumor removal following surgery and histologically validated the margins as measured with photoacoustics with \< 6.5% error. One issue with using endogenous contrast for resection validation, especially at 532 nm, is the strong absorption of blood, which will produce background during surgeries. Longer wavelengths can mitigate this effect but it is difficult to match the signal to background ratios achievable with exogenous agents.

Neuschmelting et al. evaluated both 2D and 3D handheld MSOT (multispectral optoacoustic tomography) devices developed by iThera Medical by imaging murine brain melanomas at 4 MHz and 700 - 900 nm [@B91]. The authors implanted B16F10 melanoma cells into the right frontal lobe, where tumors 3.5 - 7.0 mm in diameter grew within 13 days; the size of these tumors were independently measured with MRI. The 2D system was deemed more accurate (bias = 0.24 mm) than the 3D system (bias = 2.35 mm) but was limited to axial tumor depths of 4 mm. The 3D probe was limited by tumor size (\< 3.5 mm) in all dimensions, but the acquisition time was shorter. The performance disparity between the 2D and 3D systems was attributed to a non-ideal distribution of diffused light in the transducer array of the 3D system. These handheld systems also showed superior signal to noise ratios and limits of detection and for metastatic melanoma cells (5 cells/uL at 8 mm tissue depths in mice) to PET/CT using fluorine 18 fluorodeoxyglucose [@B92]. However, this sensitivity would be difficult to achieve if applied to human lymph nodes located centimeters below the skin. Additionally, to our knowledge, these systems have not yet been used to monitor resection during or after an operation.

Miniaturized and endoscopic probes can offer advantages for image-guided surgeries due to their adaptability and form factor. One example is radical prostatectomy, a common treatment for prostate cancer in which the prostate and seminal vesicles are fully removed [@B93]. Oncological success (full tumor elimination) must be balanced with minimizing functional damage (e.g. incontinence and impotence). A recent study was conducted to determine the best scanning geometry for intraoperative PA prostate imaging [@B94]. It was demonstrated through simulation and experiment (using phantoms) that a convex, "pick-up" transducer (28 mm width, 10 MHz) controlled by a da Vinci robot was a promising approach for prostate imaging. In this setup, the transducer is located anterior to the prostate and can form a cylindrical detection surface while conformally scanning the prostate to generate a 3D image. The integration of PAI with a da Vinci robot for guided surgery was also investigated by Gandhi et al [@B95]. They used phantom studies to show that by connecting an optical fiber (powered by a pulsed laser diode) to a surgical arm of the robot, and a transducer to another arm, that the system could distinguish separation distances blood vessels and nerves in real-time while also visualizing the tool tip itself[@B96]. These technologies are still in their early stages, but show promise for improving patient outcomes during future *in vivo* and human studies.

PAE applications have been studied for over a decade, but miniaturizing the hardware while maintaining high image quality is a challenge. Nevertheless, systems have been proposed and constructed for detection of atherosclerotic plaques in cardiovascular disease [@B97]-[@B100], esophageal imaging [@B101], and gastrointestinal diseases [@B58]. However, many of these designs take a side-viewing approach, whereby a single element transducer is attached to the distal end of an optical fiber and generates a field of view perpendicular to the fiber axis. This approach is not as desirable as a forward-viewing design, which is more useful for image-guided intraoperative procedures [@B102]. For PAE, this presents a design challenge because forward-viewing necessitates either lateral scanning of the transducer head (which is more challenging then rotational scanning of a side-view design), or the use of a 2-D array of transducer elements. Unfortunately, traditional ultrasound transducer elements are opaque to light; therefore, they need to be offset from the light source which increases the overall probe size.

To solve this issue, optically transparent ultrasound elements can be used. Dong et al. used a polymeric microring resonator ultrasound sensor and demonstrated phantom imaging with sub-10- μm axial resolution and 15.7 μm tangential resolution but retained a side-view design [@B103]. Furthermore, Ansari et al. recently demonstrated a novel, forward- view PAE system with a 3.2 mm diameter footprint that uses a Fabry-Pérot polymer film sensor, capable of resolving microvascular anatomy in impressive detail [@B60]. The sensor acts as a high-density transducer array with 50,000 individual elements and allows transmission of light with 45-170 μm on-axis lateral resolution, 31 μm vertical resolution, and 1-7 mm imaging depths. While still in its early stages, this new class of instrumentation shows promise for accelerating the use of PAE in image-guided laparoscopies and surgeries (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

2.2. Exogenous Contrast Agents for Guided Surgery {#Section2.2}
-------------------------------------------------

Many exogenous contrast agents have been designed to accumulate at target sites and enhance the photoacoustic signal of diseased tissues. These are typically small molecules or nano-scale agents injected into the bloodstream, but they can be administered via other routes. This section highlights some of the vehicles used specifically for tumor identification and resection (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

Variations of gold nanoparticles are popular because of their strong optical absorption (orders of magnitude greater than organic dyes), and geometry-dependent resonant frequencies that exploit the NIR window [@B13], [@B14]. Gold nanorods were employed in 2012 as dual PA/Raman contrast agents for passive targeting of ovarian xenografts in mice [@B105]. Here, maximum PA signal was observed after 3 h (persisting for 48 h). The detection limit was 0.40 nM, and the margins between tumor and normal tissue were clearly visualized. Silica-coated gold nanoparticles coated with Raman and MRI-active layers have also been developed as triple modality (PA/MRI/Raman) contrast agents for glioblastoma tagging and resection, shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} [@B110]. They exhibited optical absorbance coefficients 200-fold higher than previously studied carbon nanotubes, allowing for 3D imaging of deep-lying tumor tissue (via PA) in conjunction with the Raman modality\'s high sensitivity to microscopic tumor deposits. Guan et al. combined gold nanorods with indocyanine green dye (ICG, a NIR absorbing fluorescent dye) to integrate fluorescent imaging and photoacoustics with utility for liver cancer diagnosis [@B108].

A variety of other nanoparticles for PA-based tumor tagging have been studied as well [@B8]. Magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) are biodegradable with low toxicity and have been used previously in humans in conjunction with MRI [@B111]. They enhance PA signal in lymph nodes following uptake by nodal macrophages although metastatic versus benign tissue could not be distinguished [@B106]. However, Xi et al. reported the successful imaging of breast cancers with IONPs conjugated with NIR-dye labeled peptide fragments in a murine model [@B112]. Other groups have reported tumor targeting antibodies labeled with PA contrast agents (such as the Black Hole Quencher 3 dye) [@B109] and self-assembling nanovesicles containing lipid-based dyes (J-aggregates) [@B113].

One challenge in PAI is differentiating the signal from the contrast agents from that of endogenous photoabsorbers. With spectroscopic photoacoustic imaging (sPA), it is possible to reduce noise from background photoabsorbers using knowledge of their wavelength-specific absorption spectra and relative tissue concentrations to isolate the signal of the exogenous agent [@B114], [@B115]. Wilson et al. used sPA and an ICG-labeled antibody to target and image a novel breast cancer surface receptor, B7-H3 [@B104]. They could distinguish agent that had located and penetrated the target cells because of the spectral shift in absorption following its endocytosis and degradation by malignant cells.

3. Monitoring Drug Delivery {#Section3}
===========================

3.1. Nanocarriers and Co-Loaded Contrast Agents {#Section3.1}
-----------------------------------------------

A major challenge in drug delivery is the noninvasive and real-time monitoring of biodistribution and pharmacokinetics. In humans, radiotracers in conjunction with PET/CT scanning can be used [@B116]. In animals, pharmacokinetics are usually determined via radiolabeling followed by dissection or imaging for biodistribution analysis [@B117]. PAI shows potential in small animals for both localized drug monitoring and whole-body imaging in a non-invasive format without ionizing radiation [@B118]. Unfortunately, very few clinically prescribed drugs, if any, exhibit intrinsic absorption in the NIR---an important trait for PAI [@B28]. This shortcoming can be overcome, however, with the use of co-loaded contrast agents and nanocarriers and that act as vehicles for drugs. Furthermore, some of these materials can act therapeutically themselves, in the case of photothermal and photodynamic therapies. Examples of contrast agents discussed in this section are highlighted in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

In 2011, hollow gold nanocages were loaded with a phase change material (1-tetradecanol) and either methylene blue (44 g/L solubility in H~2~O) or Rhodamine 6G (20 g/L solubility in H~2~O) to demonstrate a controlled release drug delivery system that can be monitored with PAI [@B123]. 1-Tetradecanol has a melting temperature of 38°C and the authors showed that high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) or heating could melt the material, allowing both the hydrophilic methylene blue and 2-fold less hydrophilic Rhodamine 6G to leak from pores in the nanocages at a controllable rate. Another group has shown that the hydrophobic cancer drug, doxorubicin, can be loaded with fucoidan capped gold nanoparticles for PA imaging of anti-tumor therapy in breast cancer cell lines [@B124]. However, it was not demonstrated *in vivo*. One interesting approach is to use the pulsed NIR excitation itself as a stimulus for drug release---e.g. using a low laser fluence for imaging and a higher fluence for triggered release. Wilson et al. first developed this platform by loading phase-change particles (perfluorocarbon droplets) with gold nanorods (for optical absorption), showing that both US and PA signal could be drastically boosted following the vaporization of the particles; the technique was then extended by Zhong et al. who incorporated paclitaxel for an activatable release mechanism at a laser fluence of 14 mJ/cm^2^ [@B125], [@B129]. Organic vesicle-forming carriers also show potential for drug delivery imaging via their capacity for passive loading and biodegradability. Supra- molecular assemblies of the highly absorbent porphyrin (porphysomes and porphyrin shell microbubbles) can accumulate in tumors of xenograft- bearing mice while exhibiting high contrast [@B130], [@B131]. Ho et al. showed that polymeric nanoparticles containing porphyrinoids could boost PA signal upon complexing with uranyl ions, demonstrating a path towards sensitive and specific imaging of radioactive isotopes *in vivo* [@B126].

Another promising method for direct PA drug monitoring was demonstrated by Cash et al. in 2015 [@B127]. They developed a nanosensor capable of detecting systemic lithium. Upon recognition by a crown ether ionophore, a lithium cation deprotonates a chromoionophore of the nanosensor, changing its absorption, PA, and fluorescence properties. This injectable nanosensor allows for the continuous PA and fluorescence monitoring of lithium, which has both a narrow therapeutic window and low toxic dose (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). An injectable nanosensor has also been developed for cell permeable calcium ion imaging [@B132]. This group synthesized a metallochromic compound based on fura-2, a fluorescent indicator for calcium, but replaced the chromophore with a semi- cyanine chromophore to shift the absorption to longer wavelengths while maintaining a photoinduced charge transfer mechanism. Furthermore, the first application of photoacoustics for non-invasive imaging of the ubiquitous anticoagulant, heparin, was recently reported [@B128], [@B133], [@B134]. Currently, heparin concentrations in patients undergoing surgery are monitored with the activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) per nomogram, an *in vitro* surrogate test for the deactivation of clotting factors [@B135]. Here, the concentration of heparin was monitored in blood using the FDA approved dye methylene blue, a method that benefits from a fast turnaround time, strong sensitivity to heparin, and correlation to the aPTT. Methylene blue is an attractive PA agent because of its clinical approval [@B136], [@B137]--- it has previously been used for PAI of sentinel lymph nodes [@B138] and has also demonstrated PA lifetime and intensity shifts via self-quenching and interactions with micelles [@B139], [@B140].

Non-IR-absorbing carriers can be used for drug monitoring if the payload includes fluorescent/PA- active dyes. Multispectral Optoacoustic Tomography (MSOT) was developed to image fluorescent proteins *in vivo*. It can track, at high speeds, the biodistribution of fluorescent agents (e.g. ICG, carboxylate dyes) through circulation and uptake in the liver, gallbladder, and kidneys [@B141], [@B142]. These agents are commonly loaded within delivery vehicles to boost contrast. Perfluorocarbon (PFC) nano-droplets have been loaded with ICG to enable photoacoustic and ultrasound imaging; signal is enhanced by the optically triggered phase transition of the droplets to generate PFC microbubbles [@B143]. This controlled event also allows for drug release. Another unique example is the use of PAT with micelle-forming naphthalocyanines, "nanonaps", to address the challenges of non-invasive GI tract imaging [@B120]. These hydrophobic chromophores self-assemble in biocompatible surfactant (PEO-PPO-PEO) to form 20 nm spheres with high PA signal. Organic dyes are promising in PAI for their biocompatibility, multimodal nature, small size, and general stability. Current efforts devoted to synthesizing new fluorophores for optical imaging in the deep NIR (second optical window) will also have significant utility for PAI [@B144] For the time being, payload strategies that incorporate already FDA approved dyes such as methylene blue and ICG may have the quickest path to clinical approval. However, much work remains towards demonstrating the full potential of PAI for drug delivery and monitoring. In humans, because penetration depths are heavily surface-weighted and tissue-transducer coupling is required, it is likely that drug monitoring applications will continue to take the form of localized imaging and monitoring approaches rather than full-body biodistributions.

3.2. Photothermal Contrast Agents {#Section3.2}
---------------------------------

Certain nanocarriers can exert their own therapeutic effects by exciting them via NIR laser radiation to release heat. Photothermal therapy (PTT) refers to the use of these photothermal agents for targeted tissue ablation. In recent decades, thermal ablation has been used to destroy diseased tissue using radiofrequencies [@B145] and lasers without contrast agents [@B146]. Recently, dual contrast/PTT agents have become attractive for their ability to combine diagnostic and therapeutic capabilities into a single agent [@B147]. Desirable traits for these agents include the ability to locate and identify tumor margins, monitor the treatment in real time, and determine post-treatment effectiveness afterwards. Photoacoustic imaging is particularly suited for monitoring these tasks.

In 2006, gold nanorods functionalized with antibody were shown to selectively target malignant cells *in vitro* [@B148]. Photothermal destruction of the cells could be triggered using an 800 nm NIR laser, and malignant cells (with higher nanorod uptake) required half the laser power of non-malignant cells to cause necrosis. It was subsequently shown that PTT could be integrated with PAI using agents such as quantum dots [@B149], graphene [@B150], gold nanoshelled microcapsules [@B151], gold nanovesicles [@B152], iron oxide-polydopamine nanocomposites [@B153] porphysomes [@B130], [@B154], and semiconducting polymers [@B119]. Quantum dots extended their application in fluorescent imaging to PAI/PTT, but their absorption spectra marginally overlapped with that of blood. In contrast, nanographene sheets (coated with polyethylene glycol, "PEGylated") showed excellent NIR absorption and passive targeting of tumors, while requiring a relatively low laser power density for effective ablation.

Transitional metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are another noteworthy class of 2D nanomaterials; they have gained popularity in electronics and energy storage because of their unique optical and electronic properties. These materials are now being studied for their utility in medicine. In one such example, PEGylated WS~2~ nanosheets passively targeted tumors while maintaining strong photothermal activity. This enabled tumor ablation via NIR light-activation [@B155]. Both groups hypothesized that the 2D geometries of nanosheets are well suited to take advantage of the experimentally observed enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect of growing tumors.

Organic carriers can also be useful in PTT for their biocompatibility and capacity for drug loading. Porphysomes have passive tumor targeting and PA signal while also being photothermally active [@B130], [@B154]. Some polymer carriers have been combined with inorganic components: gold-nanoshelled microcapsules, for example, consist of poly-lactic acid cores coated with gold nanoparticles to impart both photoacoustic and photothermal functionality with drug-loading capabilities. Recently, semiconducting polymer nanoparticles, engineered at the molecular orbital level to favor photoinduced electron transfer, were shown to localize in tumors while increasing photoacoustic signal and PTT efficiency [@B119].

In 2017, the temperature responsive polymer poly(N-isospropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), was loaded with photothermally active gold nanorods to achieve sensitive PA monitoring of photothermal therapy [@B156]. PNIPAM shrinks when heated, allowing the gold nanorods to approach one another and shift their NIR absorbance (and PA signal) via plasmonic coupling (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These dynamic constructs were used to selectively monitor photothermal activation in murine prostate tumors while negating background from blood. Overall, these advances in PTT demonstrate practical ways that PAI can be leveraged with synergistic contrast agents to both deliver and monitor drugs in real time.

3.3. Photosensitizers and Photodynamic Therapy {#Section3.3}
----------------------------------------------

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is another therapeutic approach that can work in tandem with PAI. PDT was the first drug-device combination to be approved by the FDA over two decades ago [@B157]. It has been used clinically to address a wide range of conditions, such as acne [@B158], microbial infections [@B159], and macular degeneration [@B160]. Currently, researchers are showing the potential for PDT to address a number of unmet needs in cancer therapy [@B161]. It requires light, oxygen, and a photosensitizer, an agent that can absorb light and initiate a photochemical reaction to generate the highly reactive singlet oxygen, a type of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Singlet oxygen is characterized by the opposite spin of a pair of its electrons, reducing its stability and lending it cytotoxic effects. During the procedure, a photosensitizer is systemically or locally administered, localizing in a neoplastic region, followed by irradiation from a light source. Because NIR light penetrates tissue deeper than other optical wavelengths, ideal photosensitizers would be strong absorbers in the NIR range.

PAI also uses NIR absorbing agents, and some photosensitizers exhibit PA contrast *in vivo*. This allows the monitoring of therapy in real time [@B162]. Ho et al. demonstrated the photoacoustic activity of five photosensitizers--- the most promising molecule, zinc phthalocyanine, localized in tumors within 10 min, peaked at 1 h, and cleared after 24 h. Unfortunately, the activation absorption spectrum of many photosensitizers is in the visible range. In order to extend the usable depth of these agents in human tissue, it is possible to convert deep penetrating NIR light to visible wavelengths while enabling activation of the photosensitizers. Idris et al. accomplished this using mesoporous-silica-coated upconverting fluorescent nanoparticles that functioned as "nanotransducers" to convert NIR light to visible *in vivo* [@B163]. Creative strategies such as this one will be required to enable PDT in deep-tissue applications. Alternatively, because 1) PDT requires oxygen to generate ROS and 2) PAI can be used to image oxygen saturation (via the ratiometric absorption of oxygenated and dioxygenated hemoglobin), the efficacy of PDT can be monitored label-free. Shao et al. used AR-PAM to image SO~2~ in the microvasculature of a rat ear following tail vein injection of the photosensitizer Verteporfin with 80 mW/cm^2^ light irradiance for 60 min [@B164]. They observed an initial decrease in oxygenation followed by a gradual recovery during the treatment course; however, the data was limited to a sample size of n = 3. Nevertheless, this study showed the potential for PDT monitoring with endogenous contrast.

As with other PA applications, the therapeutic agent does not strictly require inherent contrast. The active agent (the photosensitizer, in PDT) can be loaded into NIR-absorbing vehicles to enable PA signal. Srivatsan et al. showed that the photosensitizer HPPH could be loaded onto the surface of gold nanocages via non-covalent entrapment with a PEG monolayer [@B165]. These conjugates were stable in saline and began to degrade in protein solutions. This allowed for slow release of HPPH under biological conditions. PAI was harnessed to track the progress of delivery and suppressed tumor growth in mice---likely because of the passive targeting of the nanocages and generation of singlet oxygen at tumor sites by HPPH. Similarly, gold nanovesicles loaded with the photosensitizer Ce6 have been shown to infiltrate tumors in xenograft-bearing mice while drastically reducing the growth of tumors after 14 d [@B166]. This study highlights the synergistic effects of agents that allow for both thermal ablation (PTT) and ROS generation (PDT). In fact, TMDC nanosheets, previously discussed for their photothermal applications, have also been employed for PDT. Liu et al. took advantage of the high surface area of MoS~2~ nanosheets to load Ce6, which then passively targeted and suppressed tumors via ROS generation and photothermal ablation [@B121]. One more strategy for synergistic therapy is to use a multifunctional material such as Cu~2~(OH)PO~4~ quantum dots to achieve a "one-for-all" technique for PAI-guided PTT/PDT [@B167]. Notably, these particles absorb well into the second optical window (up to 1700 nm). In the clinic, these could be implemented for image- guided therapy by delivering the agent to the site of a tumor, imaging the distribution of the agent for treatment guidance, and then pulsing NIR light for PTT/ PDT therapy followed by PAI for short and long-term monitoring. However, the toxicological effects of quantum dots vary widely and more work is needed to establish their potential utility in humans [@B168].

4. Monitoring Disease States and Therapeutic Effects {#Section4}
====================================================

Diseases are multi-scale processes that exert effects from the molecular to the visible. Diseases often begin with a molecular event and gradually cascade as larger macroscopic effects emerge. As a molecular imaging modality, PAI is capable of revealing the early stages of pathogenesis. Early detection of these pre-disease states is critical when the therapeutic intervention can have the greatest impact. Importantly, by imaging changes in specific aberrations characteristic of disease---such as hemodynamics or ROS generation---the utility of PAI can extend beyond initial diagnosis to monitoring the results of therapeutic intervention. This section covers applications that use both endogenous and exogenous contrast, and examples are highlighted in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

4.1. Blood and Vasculature {#Section4.1}
--------------------------

PAI is well suited for vascular imaging because it is optically sensitive to oxygen saturation of hemoglobin at visible and NIR wavelengths, and it can operate at length scales from a few microns to millimeters. PAI can improve upon current methods for vascular imaging, which have various drawbacks including the use of ionizing radiation (CT), requisite contrast agents (pulse-echo US, MRI, CT), minimum flow velocities (speckle variance tracking), and low penetration depths (optical methods).

Angiogenesis refers to the growth of new blood vessel networks and is often correlated to the progression of a tumor. Laufer et al. used a PA scanner and a time-reversal image reconstruction program to create accurate 3D images of angiogenesis *in vivo* at depths of nearly 10 mm and with sub-100 μm spatial resolution [@B169]. Tumor margins were clearly visualized while showing dynamic changes such as the recruitment of feeding vessels from surrounding tissue and vessel tortuosity. In addition, by administering the targeted vascular disrupting agent, OXi4503, PA images showed that features of necrosis associated with this agent could be tracked longitudinally. Trebanabib is another drug that disrupts angiogenesis. Bohndiek and colleagues showed that PAT could be used to monitor the antiangiogenic efficacy of trebanabib by monitoring the tumor hemoglobin concentration and oxygenation in an orthotopic mouse model of ovarian cancer [@B170].

In 2014, a handheld system was developed that could provide volumetric imaging of spectrally resolved vascular parameters in real time [@B175]. In a healthy human wrist, the spectral signals from melanin, oxygenated hemoglobin, and deoxygenated hemoglobin were separated and imaged within a few seconds. In mice, favorably low concentrations (10 nM) of the dye ICG were employed to boost contrast and monitor perfusion in the brain, allowing for an overall improvement of sensitivity in deep tissue while using less agent. The application of PAI to functional brain imaging was further developed by Yao et al., who were able to image blood oxygenation, flow, vascular morphology, and O~2~ metabolism using PAM [@B62]. They achieved capillary level resolution while imaging through the intact mouse skull.

Very recently, Li et al. reported the development of a novel PA system, Single-Impulse Panoramic Photoacoustic Computed Tomography (SIP-PACT), which has already been used to image the full mouse body, brain functional connectivity, and track circulating tumor cells in the living vasculature (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This scheme improves upon many of the issues encountered with PACT thus far, especially low spatiotemporal resolution beyond 10 mm depths caused by multiplexed signal acquisition, partial spatial sampling, and gaps in acoustic detection space. In its current form, SIP-PACT is designed and optimized for full body imaging of the mouse, combining a ring shaped, 512-element transducer array with multi-source, confocal laser propagation, providing frame rates of 50 Hz and the ability to image vasculature, organs, and sub-organ structures at high spatiotemporal resolution. The team ultimately aims to use it to resolve individual action potentials throughout the brain, which will require even greater advances in spatiotemporal resolution as well as contrast agents sensitive to voltage. It should be understood, however, that full body imaging requires a water bath for coupling, which limits the design at this stage to small animals.

4.2. Reactive Oxygen Species {#Section4.2}
----------------------------

ROS are highly reactive molecules formed by the reaction of molecular oxygen with electrons and include O~2~-, H~2~O~2~, ^-^OH, and ^1^O~2~ (singlet oxygen) [@B176]. They have been implicated in the etiology of dozens of disease states as well as normal biological functions [@B177]-[@B179]. Because their presence can be linked to both the onset and progression of many diseases, they are powerful targets for monitoring pathogenesis in real-time and measuring therapeutic effects.

In 2014, initial steps were taken to develop real-time probes of pathogenesis in the form of semiconducting π-conjugated polymer nanoparticles (SPNs) [@B180]. These agents are NIR-active nanoparticles capable of generating bright PA signal. Because of their stability towards ROS, they were conjugated to a cyanine dye (IR775S), sensitive to oxidation by ROS, allowing for spectral differentiation between various ROS. It was shown in murine macrophage cells that activated SPNs could return to their normal state when their environment was no longer saturated with ROS illustrating the real-time monitoring potential for these agents. The SPNs were subsequently proven to highlight regions of increased ROS production in murine models of acute edema. Importantly, these agents could undergo signal evolution following a molecular event, making them activatable. An example of a ROS-sensitive, activatable nanoparticle was demonstrated in 2018--- here, a silver-coated gold nanorod was used for simultaneous imaging and treatment of bacterial infection [@B172]. In this strategy, the PA signal from gold was initially quenched while coated with silver, but was gradually turned on as the silver was etched and released by ROS into sites of infection, exerting bactericidal effects. Activatable probes differentiate themselves from many of the agents used for guided surgeries, which are typically based on accumulation at a target site (relying on the EPR effect) with signal-to-noise ratios proportional to their concentration differences between target and background tissue.

Another activatable probe was recently developed for peroxynitrite. Peroxynitrite (ONOO^-^) is a particularly reactive species, capable of nitrating numerous amino acids, leading to mutation of protein function. It has also shown to play an important role in the immunosuppression of the tumor microenvironment, making it a highly desirable target for understanding the mechanisms that protect tumors from the host immune system and developing effective therapies [@B181]. Recently, Zhang et al. employed organic semiconducting nanoprobes doped with bulky boranes to enable ratiometric detection of ONOO^-^ in murine tumors with PAI [@B171]. In short, this strategy allowed the ROS-sensitive component, a NIR-active dye, to shift its absorption upon reaction with ONOO^-^ (enabling imaging), while the bulky borane prevented reaction with unwanted ROS and maintained a favorable pH in the local environment.

4.3. Lipids {#Section4.3}
-----------

Lipids are essential for many biological functions (energy storage, membrane structure, cell signaling, regulation) but can also perform destructive roles. Unfortunately, existing methods are lacking in their ability to image and quantitatively track lipid molecules in living cells [@B182]. Cardiovascular health in particular would benefit from such a method. There are currently no reliable techniques to detect vulnerable or unstable arterial plaques prone to rupture (leading to stroke or heart attack) [@B183]. One of the early studies in biomedical PAI showed that atheromatous (lipid rich) arterial tissue could be distinguished from healthy tissue using wavelengths in the visible range [@B184]. The characteristic spectra associated with lipids are generated by the overtones of the stretching vibration mode of C-H bonds abundant in their structures [@B66]. These spectral profiles of lipids are easily distinguished from other vascular constituents, such as collagen, elastin and water [@B185]. However, visible wavelengths are weakly penetrating and interfere with the absorbance of hemoglobin. Photoacoustic catheter designs can be used to mitigate this issue [@B186]. Another approach is to use the upper wavelength range of the second NIR window [@B144] to penetrate tissue more deeply [@B187], where lipids have peaks around 1200, 1400, and 1700 nm [@B188].

In 2012, Allen et al. used NIR wavelengths around 1210 nm to image the entire thickness (3 mm) of an atheromatous region of aorta differentiating it from healthy tissue [@B66]. In addition, they demonstrated the feasibility of imaging through \~3 mm of blood, increasing the ease of use for intravascular implementation. Detection of atheroma in its early stages would allow for therapeutic and lifestyle interventions to prevent the onset of fully staged cardiovascular disease. Similarly, Wang et al. developed a rotational, catheter-based intravascular PA probe for the detection of lipid deposits within plaques of the aorta of rabbits [@B97]. Their data suggested that imaging of lipids at 1720 nm provided superior contrast to 1210 nm while also requiring lower laser output energy. The imaging speed was limited, however, to about 50 s per frame. To address this limitation, another group constructed a 2-kHz master oscillator power amplifier -pumped, barium nitrite Raman laser [@B189]. Because of its high repetition rate, pulse-to-pulse stability, and beam quality, this laser was able to image two orders of magnitude faster than prior reports (1.0 s per frame). These developments in intravascular lipid imaging, especially in concert with improvements in PAE probes, will likely continue to facilitate clinical translation.

4.4. Temperature and pH {#Section4.4}
-----------------------

Standard thermometers and pH meters can both be used for intravital readings but they cannot obtain precise spatiotemporal data. PAI is fundamentally sensitive to temperature (Equation 1) and can serve as a non-invasive approach for *in vivo* temperature mapping. Additionally, contrast agents for enhanced sensitivity can be used to obtain highly localized measurements of temperature/pH gradients as well as long term temporal monitoring [@B190]. In comparison to their optical counterparts, PA probes are well-suited for this application because of their deeper penetration depths in tissue and ability to overlap with ultrasound anatomy.

In order to detect temperature changes in tissue following thermal therapy, Ng et al. developed a probe capable of spectral shifting via phase transition [@B173]. Photosynthetic organisms show a remarkable ability to optimize light absorption using ordered arrangements of pigment molecules within lipid and protein scaffolds. By mimicking this phenomenon with lipid-conjugated, light- absorbing porphyrins, the group assembled aggregates (nanovesicles) with tunable temperature thresholds, allowing for the generation of spatial maps of temperature thresholds to monitor heat therapy with PAI (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). The exploited mechanism of reversible dye coupling (J-aggregation) can also apply to biological stimuli beyond temperature, such as enzyme and pH detection.

Advancements have also been made in label-free temperature mapping and thermal detection of flow speeds. Typically, it is assumed that a linear correlation exists between temperature and the Grüneisen parameter, and that the temperature is independent from optical fluence [@B191], [@B192]. This allows relative temperature mapping based either on calibration measurements or ratiometric changes in PA signals, and avoids quantifying optical tissue parameters [@B193]. Recently, however, in order to achieve absolute temperature mapping, a multi-illumination PAT method was proposed and simulated that obtains optical parameters, such as the fluence, using multiple illumination sources and an optical diffusion model to quantify temperature directly [@B194]. This technique achieved relative errors between 10.6-15.7%, but has not yet been applied beyond simulation. Another interesting temperature- based PA technique was demonstrated by Liu et al., who developed a flowmetry method based on OR-PAM that uses a pulsed light source for both "thermal tagging" and photoacoustic excitation [@B195]. It leverages the correlation between the Grüneisen parameter and local temperature to measure thermal dynamics and flow speed of homogenous or nonhomogeneous media. The authors were able to measure flow speeds (e.g. 2.55, 0.96, 0.99 mm/s) in the microvasculature of a mouse ear based on thermal fluctuations.

Aberrations in physiological parameters such as pH are associated with a number of conditions and diseases, including ischemia, inflammation, cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and kidney failure [@B196]. Existing methods for *in vivo* pH detection rely primarily on dye fluorescence, which is hindered by light scattering, cytosolic leakage, and varying photostabilities [@B197]. In 2016, Miao et al. developed an activatable probe for the detection of pH, combining a semiconducting oligomer matrix (for PA signal) with a boron-dipyrromethene dye (for pH indication and PA enhancement) [@B198]. The dye backbone contained hydroxyl groups allowing for protonation upon exposure to acids, endowing the probe with sensitivity to pH. The researchers showed that in mice, a dose of 25 μg was sufficient for real time, ratiometric mapping of pH in tumors.

In 2013, PAI was used to monitor and image enzyme activity. Dragulescu-Andrasi et al. targeted the protease, furin, which plays a role in tumor regulation and normal cell function [@B174]. They devised an enzyme-sensitive oligomerizable reactive PA probe consisting of a peptide substrate, two pro-reactive moieties, and the NIR active PA molecule Atto740, sensitive even in deep tissue. The ability to image furin activity was shown in mice, and the probe could be theoretically adapted to interrogate other enzymes of interest. In another enzyme-responsive system, Chen et. al developed a micellar probe combining indocyanine green with an alkaline phosphatase-specific peptide for combination PAI and PTT. Here, the probes had prolonged circulation/ tumor accumulation and could convert to a nanofiber morphology once the peptides were phosphorylated by alkaline phosphatase in the tumor microenvironment [@B199]. In this form, the probes had 25-fold higher tumor uptake than free indocyanine green at 4 h after injection, while facilitating PTT (0.8 W/cm^2^, 5 min) with high therapeutic efficacy. Enzyme-sensitive contrast agents hold significant biological interest but PA applications are still in their early stages. It is likely that strategies from other imaging modalities can be borrowed; for example, FRET-based mechanisms, responsive hydrogels, and assembly/ disassembly of micelles [@B200]. However, some challenges include honing the specificity of engineered probes for their target enzymes (especially against members of the same enzyme family, e.g. matrix metalloproteinases), and choosing feasible targets that do not require deep tissue penetration.

5. Outlook and Future Developments {#Section5}
==================================

The applications and capabilities of photoacoustic technology are growing at a rapid pace. The development of novel PA systems such as SIP-PACT (Section 4.1), forward-viewing PAE (Section 2.1), and handheld PAM (Section 1.3) are promising examples of hardware innovations [@B54], [@B60], [@B118]. These advances are pushing the state of the art toward finer resolutions and new areas of application. It is feasible that the spatial resolutions of PAI will continue to improve as transducer elements become more affordable and image reconstruction algorithms are refined to address problems such as the heterogeneity of the speed of sound through various tissues [@B201]. Additionally, lower cost systems with excitation sources such as laser diodes [@B202] and light emitting diodes (LEDs) [@B203], [@B204], which are more stable, may increase the accessibility of PAI for researchers and clinicians alike. Furthermore, contrast agents with absorbance maxima at longer wavelengths in the second optical window will be increasingly developed to improve the depths at which PAI is effective. This will likely mirror the recent progress in fluorescence imaging, where new NIR-II fluorophores have been pushing the field forward [@B18], [@B205], [@B206]. Analogous PA materials should become more common as the chemistry develops. Fortunately, PA systems do not need to implement expensive, high quantum efficiency detectors (InGaAs or HgCdTe) that are required for fluorescence imaging in the second optical window [@B19]. Instead, however, they must implement longer wavelength lasers---e.g., the commercial Vevo LAZR-X includes a 1200-2000 nm laser in addition to a 680-970 nm source (though this combination excludes the 1000-1200 nm range) [@B18], [@B79]. In the short-term, we believe that biodegradable contrast agents, small molecule dyes (especially those with existing FDA approval), and techniques that do not require intravenous injection will have the shortest paths to the clinic.

As the technology itself continues to develop, so does the application space. Work is underway by numerous groups on alternative transducer designs for specialized applications, including through-needle imaging for guided surgery [@B207], PA-guided surgical drilling [@B96], and human finger joint imaging [@B208]. "Wearable" PA devices are another example. The concept was recently demonstrated for dental imaging, specifically, non-invasive periodontal pocket depth measurements for early gum disease diagnosis (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Here, a contrast agent derived from food-grade cuttlefish ink (rich in melanin nanoparticles) was used with PAT to image the pockets between gum and teeth, showing potential for a PA mouthpiece device [@B209], [@B210].

It is also worth recognizing progress in Magneto- Acoustic Imaging (MAI), a technique similar to PAI, but in which magnetic contrast agents are used to label tissue, whereafter a pulsed magnetic field is used to induce motion of the agents within the tissue, detectable by ultrasound [@B211]. Such a technique would circumvent the need for optical penetration. Proof-of-concept has been demonstrated in cells and tissue phantoms and MAI remains in its early stages, but may see progress in the near future that parallels the recent growth of photoacoustics [@B212].

PAI will likely never become as widespread as MRI or CT, but it is highly complementary to ultrasound, already one of the most widely available imaging tools in medicine. While ultrasound generates anatomical images, PAI adds to this the molecular and functional contrast that is normally associated with optical imaging techniques. The clinical appeal of this combination will be a driving force for the continued growth of photoacoustic imaging.
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![Summary schematic of the topics examined in this article: image-guided surgery (including tumor margination and resection, endogenous contrast mechanisms, and endogenous contrast agents), drug delivery and monitoring (including photothermal/photodynamic therapies, nanoparticle and molecular contrast agents, and biosensors), and monitoring therapy and disease states (including targets such as reactive oxygen species, hemodynamics/blood oxygen saturation, temperature/pH, circulating tumor cells, and lipids).](thnov09p1550g001){#F1}

![Schematic of the principles of PAI. Light is absorbed by a target, raising the local temperature. Thermoelastic expansion propagates pressure waves in the ultrasonic range through surrounding tissue. Ultrasound transducers detect the waves and images are constructed based on their strength and times of arrival. Adapted with permission from [@B5], copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group.](thnov09p1550g002){#F2}

![Major hardware configurations for PAI. (A) OR-PAM of oxygen saturation in a mouse ear. The light source is focused by an objective lens and sound is focused by a concave lens at the bottom of the prism where it is reflected to the ultrasound transducer (UST). (B) AR-PAM of hemoglobin concentration in a human palm. Dark-field illumination creates a cone of light rather than a point. (C) Linear Array PACT of methylene blue localized to a rat sentinel lymph node. Diffuse homogenous light illuminates the sample and is collected by a scanning line of transducer elements. (D) Circular Array PACT of cerebral \[hemoglobin\] dynamics. The array of ultrasound transducers can detect acoustic waves generated by the sample in all directions of a given plane. (E) PAE of a rabbit esophagus where components have been miniaturized for internal imaging. Adapted with permission from [@B3], copyright 2012 AAAS.](thnov09p1550g003){#F3}

![Developments in PAE instrumentation. (A) A side-viewing photoacoustic endoscope with 3.8 mm diameter (i, ii) that uses a conventional single-crystal transducer (LiNbO3, 36 MHz) and achieves circumferential scanning with a rotating mirror that reflects ultrasound waves and laser pulses. Representative images from rabbit esophagi with Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems (iii) are shown in (iv) and (v) [@B58]. (B) A photograph (i) and schematic (ii) of a side-viewing endoscope (4.5 mm diameter) that uses an optically transparent, micro-ring resonator transducer. [@B103]. (C) A schematic of a forward-viewing endoscope with 3.2 mm diameter that uses an optically transparent Fabry-Pérot ultrasound sensor attached to the distal end of the device. A magnified view of the distal end (i) shows individual fiber-optic cores beneath the Fabry-Pérot sensor which is revealed in (iii): it is made from two dielectric mirror coatings that sandwich a Parylene C polymer spacer (15 µm) [@B60].](thnov09p1550g004){#F4}

![Murine brain tumor imaged *in vivo* with modified gold-silica nanoparticles for PAI, MRI, and Raman spectroscopy for guided surgery. (A) Tumor-bearing mice were given IV injections of the particles and imaged axially in 2D both pre- and post-injection at 2 h (PA), 3 h (Raman), and 4 h (MRI). PA and Raman images were overlaid with MRI demonstrating clear tumor visualization and co-localization between techniques. (B) 3D construction of MR with segmented tumor (red: top), 3D PA overlay with MRI (green: middle), and overlay of segmented tumor, PA, and MRI (bottom). Adapted with permission from [@B110], copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.](thnov09p1550g005){#F5}

![Photoacoustic and fluorescent monitoring of systemic lithium concentration *in vivo* using injected bimodal nanosensors. (A) NIR fluorescence was used to image lithium concentration at the site of subcutaneous nanosensors administration. (B) Photoacoustic tomography shows the boundary of the subcutaneous nanosensor injection. (C) Photoacoustics and fluorescence were both used to measure nanosensor activation. Dose-dependent curves show continuous monitoring demonstrating that higher lithium concentrations yielded stronger signal. This also revealed that peak lithium was achieved at 18 min. Adapted with permission from [@B127], copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.](thnov09p1550g006){#F6}

![Gold nanorod (AuNR) loaded PNIPAM nanoparticles for PA monitoring of photothermal therapy. (A) Expanded form of PNIPAM-AuNRs below the lower critical solution temperature (LCST). (B) Compressed form of PNIPAM-AuNRs above the LCST, allowing plasmonic coupling between the gold nanorods. (C) Image of a prostate tumor in a mouse. (D) Ultrasound image of tumor with surrounding region of normal blood vessels highlighted. (E) PA image of tumor following injection of PNIPAM-AuNRs prior to photothermal heating (continuous wave (CW) laser off). (F) PA image with dynamic contrast following photothermal heating (CW laser on) where PNIPAM-AuNRs have compressed to shift their PA signal via plasmonic coupling and the pre-heating signal has been subtracted to remove the background from adjacent blood vessels. Adapted with permission from [@B156], copyright 2017 Nature Publishing Group.](thnov09p1550g007){#F7}

![Whole brain vasculature imaging and tracking circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in the mouse brain with SIP-PACT using endogenous contrast (680 nm). (A) Cortical vasculature prior to melanoma cell injection. (B) Vasculature following CTC injection, where flow speed is denoted by hue saturation, encoded radially (where a greater radius designates faster flow speed). (C) Coronal section of the entire rat brain vasculature. Adapted with permission from [@B118], copyright 2017 Nature Publishing Group.](thnov09p1550g008){#F8}

![Light-harvesting porphyrin dyes were conjugated within lipid bilayers for measuring temperature via reversible J-aggregation. (A) The structure of a lipid-dye subunit (bacteriopheophorbide-lipid) and representative TEM image are shown. (B) The nanovesicles were composed of 15% Bchl-lipid, 80% host phospholipid and 5% mPEG2000-DPPE. (C) PA-Ultrasound images of a murine tumor xenograft show the PA intensity shift in response to local temperature change by a surrounding water bath, quantified in the last panel where each color is data from one animal (n = 4). Adapted with permission from [@B173], copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.](thnov09p1550g009){#F9}

![Non-invasive and precise measurement of porcine periodontal pocket depths using PAI. (A) PA/Ultrasound image of the gum line (green) and tooth with stains (blue) at 680 nm, prior to oral rinse of contrast agent. (B) Image following oral rinse with contrast agent, revealing the pocket (red) under the gum line. (C) Sagittal view of a 3D PA scan of the tooth, distinguishing hard and soft tissue, and revealing the PA signal from the contrast agent beginning at the gingival margin and extending through the pocket depth [@B209].](thnov09p1550g010){#F10}

###### 

Major hardware configurations of PAI with representative performance metrics.

  Technique   Full Name                                                      Brief Description                                                                                                                                                                                             Resolution       Imaging Depth
  ----------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------------------------
  OR-PAM      Optical Resolution - Photoacoustic Microscopy [@B49], [@B50]   A laser is focused to a diffraction-limited spot with a microscope objective and the generated acoustic signal is focused with a concave acoustic lens to be detected by a broadband ultrasound transducer.   \~0.5 - 3.0 μm   \~1.2 mm
  AR-PAM      Acoustic Resolution - Photoacoustic Microscopy [@B3]           A dark-field ring of light is focused onto tissue and a concave acoustic lens focuses the acoustic signal to a broadband ultrasound transducer.                                                               \~45 μm          \~5 mm
  PAT/PACT    Photoacoustic Tomography / Computed Tomography [@B5]           A pulsed illumination beam excites a region of interest and a linear or circular transducer arrayreceives acoustic signal for image generationusing inverse/back-projection algorithms.                       0.1 - 1.0 mm     Multiple centimeters possible
  PAE         Photoacoustic Endoscopy [@B60]                                 Optical excitation, acoustic transduction, and mechanical scanning components are confined to the distal tip of an endoscope.                                                                                 31 - 170 μm      1 - 7 mm

###### 

Representative exogenous contrast agents used for applications in PA-image guided surgery.

  Photoacoustic Agent                                             Description                                                                                                           Wavelength (nm)   Target          Image-Guided Outcome                                                                     Reference
  --------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- --------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
  B7-H3-ICG                                                       Anti-B7-H3 conjugated with Indocyanine Green                                                                          800-825           Breast Tumor    *In vivo* murine tumor delineation                                                       Wilson et al. 2017 [@B104]
  Gold Nanorods                                                   Gold nanorods coatedwith PEG, 41 nm x 12 nm, 3.5 aspect ratio                                                         756               Ovarian Tumor   *In vivo* murine tumor delineationand resection guidance                                 Jokerst et al. 2012 [@B105]
  Iron Oxide NPs (Endorem®)                                       Superparamagnetic IronOxide NPs (80-150 nm diameter)                                                                  720               Lymphoma        Nodal stagingof resected human lymph nodes                                               Grootendorst et al. 2013 [@B106]
  Coomassie Blue Polyacrylamide NPs                               Polyacrylamide hydrogel nanoparticles crosslinked with Coomassie-Blue dye (80 nm diameter)                            590               Brain Tumor     *Ex vivo* murine tumor delineation                                                       Ray et al. 2011 [@B107]
  ICG-Coated Gold Nanorods                                        Gold nanorods coated with liposomal indocyanine green, 31 nm x 10 nm, 3.1 aspect ratio                                795               Liver Tumor     Pre-operative PA detection and intraoperative fluorescence-guide resection               Guan et al. 2017 [@B108]
  Black Hole Quencher 3-Fluorescein-labeled Trastuzumab           Chemotheraeutic trastuzumab dual-labeled with BHQ3 (photoacoustic) and fluorescein (fluorescence)                     700               Breast Tumor    Pre-operative PA detection and post-operative fluorescence-guided resection validation   Maeda et al. 2015 [@B109]
  Silica-coated gold nanoparticles with Raman/MRI-active layers   Gold nanoparticles (60 nm) coated with trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)-ethylene (Raman), silica, and DOTA-Gadolinium (MRI)   532               Brain Tumor     Intra-operative PA and Raman-guided resection                                            Kircher et al. 2012 [@B110]

###### 

Representative exogenous PA contrast agents with applications in drug delivery and monitoring.

  Photoacoustic Agent                     Description                                                                                Wavelength (nm)                Target           Image-Guided Outcome                                     Reference
  --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------
  Semiconducting Polymer Nanoparticles    Photothermal SPNs doped with fullerene                                                     750                            Breast Tumor     Photothermal therapy                                     Lyu et al. 2016 [@B119]
  Nanonaps                                Frozen micelles of hydrophobic, napthalocyanine dyes (\~20 nm diameter)                    600, 707, 793, 863 (Tunable)   Intestine        Diagnosis/treatment of intestinal motility disorders     Zhang et al. 2014 [@B120]
  MoS~2~ Nanosheets                       PEGylated, 2-D nanosheets loaded with photodynamic Ce6                                     800                            Breast Tumor     Photothermal therapy, photodynamic therapy               Liu et al. 2014 [@B121]
  Rb~x~WO~3~ Nanorods                     Rubidium tungsten bronze nanorods with doxorubicin payload, 20-40 nm x 5 nm                808                            Breast Tumor     Combined chemo/photo-thermal therapy                     Tian et al. 2014 [@B122]
  Gold Nanocages                          Gold nanocages loaded with1-tetradecanol (phase-change)and organic dyes                    750                            Non-specific     HIFU/Temperature-triggered drug release and monitoring   Moon et al. 2011 [@B123]
  Fucoidan CappedGold Nanoparticles       Gold nanoparticles coatedwith fucoidan and doxorubicin                                     566                            Breast Tumor     Chemotherapy                                             Manivasagan et al. 2016 [@B124]
  Perfluorocarbon Nanodroplets            Perfluorocarbon nanodropletsloaded with gold nanorods and paclitaxel                       770                            Cervical Tumor   Combined chemo/photo-acoustic therapy                    Zhong et al. 2016 [@B125]
  Porphyrinoid-LoadedPLGA Nanoparticles   Poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid nanoparticles loaded withporphyrinoid macrocycles            910                            Uranium          Quantification of in vivo uranium exposure               Ho et al. 2015 [@B126]
  Optode Nanosensors                      Intradermal injectable nanosensorcontaining a crown ether ionophoreand a chromoionophore   515, 660                       Lithium          Drug monitoring of systemiclithium dose                  Cash et al. 2015 [@B127]
  Methylene Blue or Nile Blue             Cellulose-based, PEG-infused substrates containing Nile Blue                               680                            Heparin          Drug monitoring of systemic heparin dose                 Jeevarathinam et al. 2018 [@B128]

###### 

Representative endogenous and exogenous targets used for PA monitoring of therapies and disease states.

  Endogenous/Exogenous PA Target              Description                                                                                                                Wavelength (nm)   Image-Guided Outcome                                                Reference
  ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  Hemoglobin                                  Label-free 3D monitoring of colorectal xenografts in response to vascular disruptor Oxi4503                                600, 640, 758     Evaluation of anti- angiogenic therapy                              Laufer et al. 2012 [@B169]
  Hemoglobin                                  Label-free 3D monitoring of orthotopic ovarian tumors following trebananib treatment                                       757, 797, 837     Evaluation of anti- angiogenic therapy                              Bohndiek et al. 2015 [@B170]
  Circulating Tumor Cells                     Label-free, real-time monitoring of flow rate and distribution of melanoma CTCs in the mouse brain                         680               Tracking of metastatic cancer cell fate for malignancy indication   Li et al. 2017 [@B118]
  Organic SemiconductingNanoprobes (OSNs)     Boronate-caged boron-dipyrromethane dyes were doped with bulky boranes for imaging peroxynitrite                           675               ROS monitoring                                                      Zhang et al. 2017 [@B171]
  Silver-Coated Gold Nanorods                 Au/AgNRs were etched by ROS at sites of bacterial infection for Ag ion release and PA imaging                              800               ROS monitoring and anti-bacterial treatment                         Kim et al. 2018 [@B172]
  Lipid Rich Plaques                          Atheromatous lesions of human aortas were spectrally distinguished from healthy areas                                      970, 1210         Vulnerable plaque identification for atherosclerosis                Allen et al. 2012 [@B66]
  J-Aggregating Nanoparticles                 Light-harvesting porphyrins were intercalated with phospholipids to form PA-active nanovesicles sensitive to temperature   680, 824          Monitoring thermal therapy of tumors                                Ng et al. 2014 [@B173]
  Oligomerizable Fluorescent Peptide Probes   Furin substrates were linked with an Atto740 fluorophore and cleaved to form aggregated, PA active nanostructures          740               Monitoring proteolytic furin and furin-like activity in tumors      Dragulescu-Andras et al. 2013 [@B174]
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